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Descriptive Summary
Title: Tom Ammiano papers
Dates: 1966-2013
Collection Number: 2006-07
Creator/Collector: Ammiano, Tom
Extent: .6 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: Collection contains materials related to Ammiano's work as a comic, politician and teacher. Notable is a photo of Ammiano with his students taken in 1968-69. The collection also includes two videotapes from 1991 (one is a KRON News profile); a reel-to-reel recording of Ammiano's Jane D's performance in 1983; materials related to his campaigns for the School Board and for District 9 Supervisor; materials related to issues in public education; flyers advertising performances and gay rights protests; articles about Ammiano, slides and publicity photographs; correspondence from Vietnam; California State Assembly bills and related materials.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
Tom Ammiano papers. GLBT Historical Society
Acquisition Information
Gift of Tom Ammiano in April 2006.
Scope and Content of Collection
Collection contains materials related to Ammiano's work as a comic, politician and teacher. Notable is a photo of Ammiano with his students taken in 1968-69. The collection also includes two videotapes from 1991 (one is a KRON News profile); a reel-to-reel recording of Ammiano's Jane D's performance in 1983; materials related to his campaigns for the School Board and for District 9 Supervisor; materials related to issues in public education; flyers advertising performances and gay rights protests; articles about Ammiano, slides and publicity photographs; correspondence from Vietnam; California State Assembly bills and related materials.
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